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ABSTRACT
Bugs are common in web pages. Unfortunately, traditional debugging primitives like breakpoints are crude tools for understanding the
asynchronous, wide-area data flows that bind client-side JavaScript
code and server-side application logic. In this paper, we describe
Reverb, a powerful new debugger that makes data flows explicit
and queryable. Reverb provides three novel features. First, Reverb
tracks precise value provenance, allowing a developer to quickly
identify the reads and writes to JavaScript state that affected a particular variable’s value. Second, Reverb enables speculative bug
fix analysis. A developer can replay a program to a certain point,
change code or data in the program, and then resume the replay; Reverb uses the remaining log of nondeterministic events to influence
the post-edit replay, allowing the developer to investigate whether
the hypothesized bug fix would have helped the original execution
run. Third, Reverb supports wide-area debugging for applications
whose server-side components use event-driven architectures. By
tracking the data flows between clients and servers, Reverb enables
speculative replaying of the distributed application.
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INTRODUCTION

Debugging the client-side of a web application is hard. The DOM
interface [40], which specifies how JavaScript code interacts with the
rest of the browser, is sprawling and constantly accumulating new
features [27, 35]. Furthermore, the DOM interface is pervasively
asynchronous and event-driven, making it challenging for developers to track causality across event handlers [26, 36, 49, 72]. As a
result, JavaScript bugs are endemic, even on popular sites that are
maintained by professional developers [57, 59].
Commodity browsers include JavaScript debuggers that support
breakpoints and watchpoints. However, fixing bugs is still hard.
Breakpoints and watchpoints let developers inspect program state
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at a moment in time; however, in an event-driven program with extensive network and GUI interactions, bug diagnosis often requires
complex temporal reasoning to reconstruct a buggy value’s provenance across multiple asynchronous code paths. This provenance
data is not exposed by more advanced tools for replay debugging or
program slicing (§2).
In this paper, we introduce Reverb, a new debugger for web
applications. Reverb has three features which enable a fundamentally
more powerful debugging experience. First, Reverb tracks precise
value provenance, i.e., the exact set of reads and writes (and the
associated source code lines) that produce each program value. Like
a traditional replay debugger [13, 36, 62], Reverb records all of
the nondeterministic events from a program’s execution, allowing
Reverb to replay a buggy execution with perfect fidelity. Unlike a
traditional replay debugger, Reverb also records the deterministic
values that are manipulated by reads and writes of page state. Using
this extra information at replay time, Reverb enables developers to
query fine-grained data flow logs and quickly answer questions like
“Did variable x influence variable y?” or “Was variable z’s value
affected by a control flow that traversed function f()?” Reverb’s
logging of both nondeterministic and deterministic events is fast
enough to run in production: for the median web page in our 300
page test corpus, Reverb increases page load time by only 5.5%,
while producing logs that are only 45.4 KB in size.
Reverb’s second unique feature is support for speculative bug fix
analysis. At replay time, Reverb allows a developer to pause the
application being debugged, edit the code or data of the application,
and then resume the replay. Post-edit, Reverb replays the remaining
nondeterministic events in the log, using carefully-defined semantics (§3.3) to determine how those events should be replayed in the
context of the edited program execution. Once the altered execution has finished replaying, Reverb identifies the control flows and
data flows which differ in the edited and original executions. These
analyses help developers to determine whether a hypothesized bug
fix would have helped the original program execution. Speculative
edit-and-replay is unsound, in the sense that a post-edit program can
misbehave in arbitrary ways, e.g., by attempting to read an undefined
variable. However, even without Reverb, the process of testing bug
fixes is unsound. A developer typically lacks a priori knowledge
about whether a hypothesized fix will work. The developer implements the hypothesized fix, and then runs tests and tries to determine
whether the fix actually worked; even if all of the tests pass, there is
no guarantee that the fix is completely correct, since the tests may
miss corner cases. However, Reverb provides the developer with an
important new weapon: the ability to compare the data flows and the
control flows in the original execution and the ostensibly bug-free
execution. As we demonstrate through case studies (§5.3), the ability
to diff program executions is a powerful debugging tool.
Reverb’s third novel feature is to support wide-area debugging for applications whose server-side components use singlethreaded, event-driven architectures like Node [56], Redis [60], or

NGINX [53]. For these components, the event loop interface provides a narrow, semantically-well-defined abstraction layer at which
to log and replay the components. Thus, Reverb can use vector
clocks and a small assortment of additional tricks (§3.4) to track
wide-area causality. Reverb provides two levels of support for serverside components:
• Node components execute JavaScript code. Thus, Reverb can apply its client-side framework to the server-side, and track variablelevel data flows and control flows between multiple browsers and
multiple server-side Node instances.
• Reverb treats an event-driven (but non-JavaScript) component
like Redis as a black box. Reverb logs and replays the component
at the level of the component’s externally-visible event interface,
tracking data flows emanating from, and terminating at, serverside events.
Reverb supports speculative bug fix analysis for data stores and
JavaScript state on either side of the wide area. For example, a
developer can edit the value that server-side code receives from a
Redis database, and then explore how the edited value impacts the
remainder of the replaying application’s execution.
In summary, our contribution is the first distributed replay debugger that provides fine-grained data flow tracking and speculative
bug fix analysis. Supporting this entire set of debugging capabilities
was previously intractable, because prior debuggers operated at the
wrong semantic level; Reverb’s insight is that web services using
managed runtimes and event-driven cross-server RPCs should be analyzed at these levels of abstraction, instead of at the level of system
calls or hardware-level instruction traces. However, to fully leverage
this new insight, we must provide new debugging infrastructure that
prior work lacks. In particular, we introduce a new logic for reasoning about post-edit replays; this logic describes how editing an
application component mid-replay should affect the post-edit replay
of that component (§3.3) and remote ones which may see altered
output from the mutated component (§3.4). We also introduce new
diagnostic techniques for helping developers understand how edited
replays diverge from a program’s original executions. These techniques, which explain divergences using diffs of data flow graphs
and control flow graphs (§3.2), allow Reverb to diagnose complex
bugs in real web applications (§5.3). A user study confirms that
Reverb is more helpful than traditional in-browser debuggers (§5.6).

2

BACKGROUND

Having used the debuggers in commodity browsers [18, 21, 39], and
having built several state-of-the-art debuggers ourselves [34, 36],
we often found ourselves wanting fine-grained data flow tracking
and speculative bug fix analysis. In this section, we explain why
prior debugging techniques are insufficient to realize the vision of
Figure 1.
2.1 Traditional debuggers
Standard debuggers focus on the abstraction of breakpoints [18, 21,
39]. Debuggers like Visual Studio [37] and Eclipse [14] also allow
developers to edit some types of program values at a breakpoint, and
then resume the program’s live execution. Breakpoints are undoubtedly useful, but they force a human developer to guess which source
code locations are buggy.
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Figure 1: EtherCalc [63] is a web-based, collaborative spreadsheet. Multiple users can simultaneously issue edits to the same
spreadsheet, with a Node server broadcasting edits to all users,
and storing the spreadsheet data in Redis. Bug #314 in EtherCalc’s issue tracker involves a GUI-based edit from client 1 that
is not reflected to client 2’s DOM. Ideally, a debugging framework could efficiently answer two questions. First, how is the
relevant DOM state and JavaScript heap state from client 1
being transmitted through the server-side components to the
DOM and JavaScript heap of client 2? Second, given recorded
state from a buggy execution run, as well as a hypothesized bug
fix that modifies code and/or data on clients or servers, would
the hypothesized fix remove the problematic behavior in the
recorded execution?
Some debuggers support watchpoints, which pause an application
when a specific memory location is read or written. Watchpoints
eliminate the need for a developer to guess when and where a particular buggy assignment will occur. However, watchpoints do not
capture temporal data flows throughout a program. So, developers
still have to manually reconstruct reverse temporal flows to determine how the value in a buggy write was generated. Our case studies
(§5.3) demonstrate that automated construction of value provenance
eliminates human-driven guess work about how program state is
created.
2.2

Deterministic replay

Traditional debuggers pause and inspect the state of live programs.
In contrast, replay debuggers [4, 13, 15, 19, 20, 29, 31, 36, 62] first
log the nondeterministic events in a live execution run, and then
replay the program in a controlled environment, using the log to
carefully recreate the original order and content of nondeterministic
events. Replaying the nondeterministic events is sufficient to induce
the remaining, deterministic program behavior, so there is no need
to log the values that are manipulated by deterministic reads and
writes.
The ability to reliably recreate a buggy execution makes it
easier to test fault hypotheses. Replay debugging is particularly
useful for studying heisenbugs that rarely occur and involve specific event orderings. Some replay debuggers support backwardsstepping [15, 19, 31, 62], such that a developer can set a breakpoint
or a watchpoint, and then move execution forwards or backwards
in time. However, even backwards-stepping debuggers force human
developers to manually track value provenance. Thus, root cause
analysis is still difficult.

2.3 Program slicing
A program slice is a subset of program statements
that may have influenced the values that are accessed
by a specific line of source code [66, 69]. The tuple
<sourceCodeLine,variablesOfInterest> is called
the slicing criterion. Given a slicing criterion, a static slice is
derived purely from analysis of source code [10, 12, 16, 24, 55];
in contrast, a dynamic slice assumes a set of concrete values (e.g.,
at the slicing criterion) to narrow the set of potentially relevant
program statements [1, 2, 23, 30, 66].
Slicing algorithms lack a complete, concrete log of the reads and
writes made during a real execution; thus, slicing algorithms are
often imprecise, particularly for complex programs. Imprecision
hurts the use of slices for bug diagnosis, since developers must
consider source code lines that may not be causally related to the bug.
Imprecision compounds itself if slices are used to reconstruct widearea execution behavior. In contrast, Reverb provides guaranteedprecise, provenance-annotated execution traces (§3.2). Similar to
an instruction trace, a Reverb trace provides a temporal log of the
source code statements that a program executed; however, the traces
also describe the values that the executed statements manipulated,
and the provenance of those values. For additional discussion of
program slicing, the interested reader can peruse Section A.4 in the
technical report [5].
2.4 Data Provenance
Provenance-aware file systems [48, 61] allow users to determine
which input files were read by a process during the production of
output files. Reverb deals with the provenance of application state
at the granularity of individual program variables that reside on
clients and servers. Thus, Reverb tracks how storage data spreads
throughout an application, but does so at the level of fine-grained,
variable-level flows.
Provenance-aware network platforms let operators discover the
route that a packet took [74], or the reason why network switches
have certain NDlog rules [70, 71, 73]. Reverb is agnostic about
network-level configuration state, but is compatible with systems
that track it.
2.5 Speculative edit-and-continue
Dora [67] is a single-machine replay debugger that records the OSlevel interactions that belong to a group of processes. Dora allows for
limited types of edits to occur during replay. If an edit causes a replay
to diverge, Dora explores multiple execution paths that are rooted at
this initial divergence. Dora executes each post-divergence path on a
live machine, recording the subsequent (and nondeterministic) OSlevel interactions. Like Reverb, Dora defines policies for handling
new calls to timekeeping functions or socket interfaces. After Dora
has explored several potential futures of the divergent replay, Dora
identifies the most plausible divergent execution using a metric akin
to string edit distance, comparing the system calls of each explored
path to those of the original execution.
Dora’s speculative power is highly restricted by two factors. First,
Dora’s vantage point is at the OS layer. In contrast, Reverb’s vantage
point is within the managed runtime of a JavaScript engine, or at the
event loop interface of a single-threaded program like Redis. This
difference is fundamental, and represents a key insight of Reverb: by
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Figure 2: An overview of Reverb’s architecture. Grey components are added by Reverb.

introspecting on program execution at a higher level of abstraction,
Reverb can handle a wider variety of speculative edits, because the
side effects of an edit can be reasoned about with respect to a constrained set of events, instead of the much wider and messier POSIX
interface. For example, Dora cannot handle edits which modify
thread scheduling, e.g., to cause fewer threads to run, because Dora
cannot enumerate and model the ensuing avalanche of side effects
upon low-level POSIX state like pthread locks and shared memory
pages. In contrast, Reverb can handle a schedule-altering edit that
changes the number of client-side frames (the JavaScript equivalent of processes). Reverb can tractably reason about such changes
because frames cannot share raw memory, are internally singlethreaded, and only communicate via pass-by-value postMessage
events. Thus, the only way that a newly created frame can impact
another frame is via the generation of new postMessage events.
Dora’s second restriction is that it does not track individual reads
and writes to raw memory, because doing so would be too expensive [50]. Thus, Dora cannot provide variable-level value provenance; another consequence is that Dora may incorrectly replay
post-edit memory accesses if the edit changes which memory page
contains an object. In contrast, Reverb introspects at the JavaScript
level, allowing Reverb to efficiently track all reads and writes to
application-visible state. This difference is fundamental. Logging all
reads and writes enables wide-area causality tracking, and is critical
for explaining divergences between a logged program run and a
speculatively-edited replay (§3.3).

3 DESIGN
Figure 2 provides an overview of Reverb’s design. A web application has multiple clients and servers. Clients are assumed to be
standard web browsers which execute JavaScript. Both server-side
and client-side components are assumed to be single-threaded and
event-driven. Each component records its nondeterministic events;
if a component uses a JavaScript engine, then the component also
records its deterministic reads and writes to JavaScript state and the
DOM (§3.2). Distributed causality between hosts, e.g., via HTTP requests, is tracked using vector clocks (§3.4). At debug time, Reverb
uses the global event log to replay each client or server in isolation,
or together as a single logical application (§3.3 and §3.4).

3.1 Overview of the JavaScript Execution Model
Execution environment: JavaScript exposes a single threaded,
event-driven programming interface. A JavaScript file defines initialization code that runs once, at the time that the file is parsed by the
JavaScript engine. The initialization code registers event handlers
that the JavaScript engine will fire in response to GUI interactions,
timer expirations, network activity, and so on. Once a browser has
evaluated all of the JavaScript files in a page’s HTML, the subsequent execution of the page is driven solely by the reception of
asynchronous events.
An event handler often calls other functions. Thus, firing a handler
can initiate a call chain that is rooted by the handler. A program
can register multiple handlers for a single event type. Thus, the call
chain for an event is the union of the call chains for the associated
event handlers. In the rest of this paper, the unadorned term “call
chain” refers to the aggregate call chain for a particular event.
Sources of Nondeterminism: In a JavaScript program, the primary
source of nondeterminism is the order in which events arrive (and
the content of those events) [36]. JavaScript code may also invoke a small number of nondeterministic functions. For example,
Math.random() returns a random number. Date() returns the
current time with millisecond granularity.
By default, a JavaScript program consists of a single event loop.
However, a web page can incorporate multiple frames [42] or web
workers [25]; each one represents a new event loop that runs in
parallel with the others [38]. Concurrent execution contexts can
only interact with each other via the asynchronous, pass-by-value
postMessage() interface [44]. The browser delivers those messages by firing an event in the recipient’s execution context. Thus,
from the perspective of the recipient, handling message nondeterminism is no different than handling other event-driven nondeterminism
like GUI interactions.
Externalizing Output: A JavaScript program can externalize three
types of output:
• The DOM interface [40] lets a program update the visual content
that users see. The DOM interface defines methods for dynamically manipulating a page’s HTML structure, e.g., by adding new
HTML tags, or by changing the CSS styles of preexisting tags.
• A JavaScript program can also write to local storage. Cookies [41]
can store up to 4 KB of data, whereas IndexedDB [43] and the
localStorage interface [45] can hold MBs of information.
• To send network data, a program uses the
XMLHttpRequest [47] and WebSocket [46] interfaces.
XMLHttpRequest is an older interface which only supports
request/response interactions. WebSocket supports full-duplex
streams.
In this paper, we ignore multimedia objects like <video> streams,
since we focus on the debugging of pure HTML, CSS, and JavaScript
state.
3.2 Analyzing Value Provenance
To track data flows, Reverb first logs nondeterministic and deterministic events. After reconstructing data flows, Reverb uses them
to support flow queries, and express state divergences caused by
speculative edit-and-continue.

Logging Nondeterminism: Prior work has explored various ways
to deterministically replay client-side JavaScript code [8, 36]. Our
Reverb prototype rewrites JavaScript source code to interpose on
nondeterministic sources (§4), but Reverb’s design makes no deep
assumptions about how nondeterminism is logged or replayed.
A Reverb log has an entry for each nondeterministic event; each
log entry contains event-specific data that is sufficient for recreating that event. For example, the log entry for a timer firing contains a reference to the timer callback. The log entry for a call to
Math.random() contains the return value of the function. The
log entry for a mouse click stores which mouse button was clicked,
the x and y coordinates for the click, and so on.
At the beginning of logging, Reverb takes a snapshot of the
client’s local storage (e.g., cookies). Reverb also registers its own
handlers for GUI events like mouse clicks. So, if the logged application only installs handlers for (say) keypress, but not keydown
or keyup, Reverb will still log when the latter two kinds of events
occur. This information is useful for handling speculative edits which
add new GUI handlers (§3.3).
Logging Deterministic Reads and Writes: In JavaScript, each object is essentially a mutable dictionary, with string keys (i.e., property
names) mapping to property values. The global namespace is reified
via the special window object, such that references to a global variable x are implicitly translated to window.x. Abstractly speaking,
Reverb logs reads and writes to the JavaScript heap by shimming
the getters and setters for each object dictionary (including the one
that belongs to window). Our Reverb prototype uses JavaScript
rewriting to inject this shim code (§4).
Reconstructing Data Flows: Using the log of deterministic reads
and writes, Reverb can reconstruct the provenance of all JavaScript
variable values at any moment in a program’s execution. Given a
slicing criterion which mentions variable x at time t, Reverb finds
the prior write for which x was the left-hand side. For the variables
on the right-hand side, Reverb finds the prior write which assigned
to those variables. Reverb continues this recursive process until
reaching the beginning of the program; the traced path represents
the provenance for the slicing criterion. Note that the path may be a
tree, not a line, because a single assignment may involve multiple
right-hand sides (e.g., x=y+z). The path may also cross the event
handlers that belong to multiple high-level events like key presses or
the arrival of network data.
Reverb’s log associates each deterministic read or write with a
source code line. Thus, Reverb can also generate source-code-level
execution traces which provide a serial history of each source code
line that a program ran. The core visualization tool that Reverb
provides to developers is an execution trace that is overlaid with
provenance information: each variable mentioned in each source
code line is associated with the prior source code line which generated the variable’s value. Figure 7 depicts an example of such a trace,
and the extended technical report [5] (§A.3) describes some of the
pruning techniques which improve the comprehensibility of traces.
For now, we merely explain a developer-guided pruning approach
that is simple, and important in practice: targeted dynamic tracing.
A targeted dynamic trace lets a developer drill down on the executed
source code lines (and associated data flows) that affected a specific
variable. As the developer explores the initial trace, the developer can
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Figure 3: To capture aliasing relationships, Reverb distinguishes between an underlying object and its multiple names.
Writes to an aliased object create horizontal arrows in data
flow diagrams, since time flows downward and the aliases are
updated simultaneously.
add or remove target variables, expanding or shrinking the targeted
trace. Our case studies (§5.3) show that targeted dynamic traces are
fast to generate, and provide helpful diagnostic information.
Reverb uses Scout-style dependency analysis [51] to track data
flows between the JavaScript heap and the DOM. For example, the
DOM tree is a data structure which mirrors a page’s dynamic HTML
tree; each HTML tag has an associated DOM node that is exposed to
JavaScript code. Reverb understands the semantics of DOM methods
like Node.appendChild(newChild). Thus, Reverb can track
how JavaScript values flow to DOM nodes, and how DOM values
are assigned to JavaScript variables.
Reverb’s logs capture a variety of additional behavior. For example, Reverb explicitly tracks aliasing relationships, as shown in
Figure 3. Also, for each executed branch, Reverb records the associated source code line, and the values consumed by the branch
test. This information allows Reverb to apply classical algorithms
for building dynamic control flow dependencies [30]. Reverb easily
handles the special case of execution flows that span try/catch
blocks, since Reverb records both the exception-throwing line, and
the catching line.
3.3 Speculative Edit-and-Continue Debugging
Speculative edit-and-continue debugging has five phases:
• logging the events in a baseline execution run;
• replaying the execution up to a specified point;
• changing the program’s state in some way;
• resuming execution, with nondeterminism from the original run
“influencing” the post-edit execution; and
• comparing the behavior of the original and altered runs to understand the effects of the speculative fix.
The nondeterministic input vectors for a JavaScript program are
well-known and (compared to POSIX) very small in number [36].
However, defining post-edit replay semantics was previously an unsolved problem. Below, we define those semantics, describing how
to execute post-edit code under the guidance of a log whose nondeterministic values may not cleanly apply to the post-edit execution.
These post-edit replay semantics are an important contribution of
the paper.
Inside the call chain that contains the edit: Once we have replayed execution to the edit point and modified the necessary state,
we resume the call chain’s execution. Post-edit, the chain may explore different branches than were visited in the original run. Thus,
the chain may issue fewer or additional calls to nondeterministic
functions like Date().

• If the post-edit code makes fewer calls to a nondeterministic
function f , we simply extract return values for f from the log,
replaying the same nondeterminism that the original run experienced. Once the call chain finishes, and we must replay the next
event’s call chain, we replay f ’s values from the log, starting
with the value that was first seen by the original execution of the
call chain for the new event. For example, suppose that, during
the original program execution, two events fired; the first call
chain consumed random numbers r 0 . . . r 4 , and the second chain
consumed r 5 . . . r 9 . Suppose that the first call chain is edited, such
that it only makes two calls to Math.random(). When the second call chain executes in the post-edit run, Math.random()
will return r 5 , then r 6 , and so on, since these are the random
numbers that the second call chain saw during its original run.
• If the post-edit code generates more calls to a nondeterministic
function than seen at logging time, we use a function-specific
extrapolation technique to generate additional values once the call
chain has exhausted the values that are associated with it in the
log. For Math.random(), we simply generate new random
numbers. For time-related functions like Date(), we return
monotonically increasing time values that are smaller than the
next logged time value. Once the call chain finishes and we
trigger the call chain for a new event, we return to using the log
to provide values for nondeterministic functions.
Post-edit code may also generate new externalized output. For example, an edited value may be written to local storage, or sent over the
network via the query string of an XMLHttpRequest. Post-edit
code may also modify event handler state in ways that cause fewer
or additional events to fire in the future. For example, post-edit code
may register timers that were never created in the original run; postedit code may also deregister timers that fired in the original run.
Post-edit code may also generate entirely new network requests, or
register/deregister handlers for GUI events. Below, we discuss how
to incorporate these changes into the post-edit universe.
After the call chain which contains the edit has finished execution: At this point, the replay framework has completed execution
of the call chain. The framework can now manipulate program state
before releasing the next event and invoking the appropriate event
handlers.
Due to the edit, the current execution context may have different
event handlers than what the program had at the equivalent moment
in the original execution. The replay framework must integrate any
changes into the log of nondeterminism; some post-edit events in
the log must be marked as “do not replay,” and some new events
must be added to the log:
• If the edit resulted in the deletion of a timer, we mark all of the
timer’s subsequent events as “do not replay.” If the edit created
a new timer, we inject new timer events into the log, using the
logged wall-clock time of preexisting events to determine where
the new timer events should go, relative to the preexisting events.
• If the edit deleted a DOM handler, and the edited program has
no remaining handlers for a particular event type, we mark all
post-edit instances of that event as “do not replay.” For example,
if the deletion of a keypress handler leaves the program with
no keypress handlers at all, we suppress future dispatches
of logged keypresses (because such events cannot trigger

any call chains). If an edit registers a new DOM handler, then no
special action is required—when the replay framework dispatches
a relevant event, the framework will invoke the new handler as
usual. Remember that Reverb records all GUI events at logging
time, even if the application has not registered its own handlers
for those events (§3.2). Thus, at replay time, Reverb can invoke
new handlers for a particular event at the appropriate moment.
• If an edit closes XMLHttpRequests or WebSockets, the
replay framework cancels future events that involve those network
connections. If the edit creates a new, unlogged network request,
then the replay framework must inject new network events into
the log. If the server-side responder is also being replayed, then
Reverb inserts a new request into the server-side log; the request
represents a speculative server-side edit. When the response is
generated, Reverb buffers it, and uses a model of network latency
to determine where to inject the response into the client-side
log (§3.4). If Reverb does not control the server-side responder,
Reverb can terminate replay; alternatively, Reverb can issue the
request to the live (but uncontrolled) responder, and then insert
the response into a downstream position in the client log, using
the observed network latency of the live fetch to determine where
to place the response.
• The post-edit code may issue new reads or writes to local storage.
The replay framework does nothing special to handle synchronous accesses to cookies or DOM storage—the framework simply
passes those IOs to the underlying storage. For asynchronous accesses to IndexedDB, the replay framework must inject new
IO events into the log, using a model for the expected latency
of those events. Generating these events is logically similar to
generating new network events, as explained in the previous
bullet.
Note that the replay framework never injects new GUI events into
the post-edit universe. For example, the framework will never inject
new mouse clicks or key presses. Nothing prevents the framework
from doing so, but, lacking a reasonable model for how user intent
would change in the post-edit world, the framework is content to
merely replay the GUI events from the original program run.
Once the replay framework has patched the log, the framework
extracts the next high-level event from the log, and initiates the
relevant call chain. The event may or may not have been seen in the
original program run.
Inside the call chain for a new event which did not occur during
the original execution: Replay uses extrapolation to generate return values for nondeterministic functions like Math.random().
When the call chain ends, we add and remove top-level events as
described above.
Inside the call chain for an event which did occur in the original
execution: We use the log to replay return values for nondeterministic functions; if the call chain’s nondeterministic values are
exhausted before the call chain finishes, we use extrapolation to
generate additional values. When the call chain finishes, we add and
remove events from the log as described above.
Figure 4 shows an end-to-end example of replaying events after an
edit has been made. Once an altered replay finishes, developers can
compare the data flows of the original and altered executions, looking for evidence that the hypothesized bug fix actually succeeded.
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(a) A snippet of the program’s original execution, showing two GUI
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event which indicates the reception of data from a remote server, and
a timer which fires at a wall clock time of 4 seconds after the program
started execution.
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Figure 4: An example of how an edit changes the replay process.
Beneath each event, we depict the associated call chains. Red
indicates functions whose behavior is altered by the edit. Grey
indicates events from the original execution which do not occur
in the post-edit universe.
Reverb uses classical string diffing algorithms [7, 11] to quickly
identify the reads and writes that diverge in the two provenance
chains. Reverb’s logs contain enough information to reconstruct
execution traces at the granularity of individual source code lines
(see Figure 8); thus, developers can use differential slicing [28] to
align divergent executions with respect to shared and non-shared
lines of executed source code.
3.4

Debugging Across the Wide Area

Node: Node [56] is a server-side implementation of the JavaScript
runtime. Like a browser-based JavaScript engine, Node exposes a
single-threaded, event-driven interface. A Node application runs
headless, i.e., without a GUI, but otherwise has access to timers, nondeterministic functions like Date(), and asynchronous IO channels
like network sockets. Reverb interposes on these nondeterministic
inputs using the same techniques that it leverages on the client-side.
To track causality between a client and a Node server, Reverb
uses vector clocks [17, 33] to establish a partial ordering over
the distributed events. At logging time, when a client issues an
XMLHttpRequest, Reverb transparently adds a new cookie value
which contains the client’s clock. On the server-side, Reverb transparently modifies the HTTP request handler to extract the client
clock and update the server’s clock appropriately. When the server
generates the HTTP response, Reverb uses a Set-Cookie header

to transmit the server’s updated clock to the client;1 the client extracts the cookie and updates the local clock. The client browser
automatically persists the cookie on local storage, as the browser
would do for any other type of cookie.
In JavaScript, a program can associate a single top-level event
with multiple handlers. At logging time, a client or server updates
the local clock at the beginning of each event dispatch, before handlers run. The use of browser cookies to store client clocks allows
a client to detect when passively-fetched content triggers serverside JavaScript execution. For example, suppose that client-side
JavaScript code injects a new <link> tag into the page using the
innerHTML DOM method; such a tag might represent a new style
sheet. Client-side JavaScript will not have an opportunity to inspect
the HTTP response headers for the <link>. However, when the
next JavaScript-visible event fires, the first handler for that event
can inspect the cookie that was set by the <link> fetch, extract
the server’s vector clock, and then update the local vector clock
appropriately.
At replay time, Reverb collates the client logs and the server
logs, using logical clocks to generate a total ordering over all events.
Reverb then replays events from the total ordering; at each step,
Reverb moves either a client or a server one event further in the
global log.
Note that each host’s log contains sufficient information to replay
the host in isolation—the log contains all of the external nondeterministic stimuli that affected the host, as well as internal nondeterminism like GUI events or the values returned by clock reads. So, if
a host communicates with multiple parties, but only some of them
run Reverb, then the host can be replayed by itself, or in concert
with some or all of the Reverb-enabled hosts. However, Reverb must
be vigilant for speculative edits that generate new, unlogged requests
to entities that are not participating in the replay (§3.3).
Black-box components: A client-side browser and a server-side
Node engine both run single-threaded, event-driven JavaScript code.
In contrast, server-side components like Redis and NGINX are
single-threaded and event-driven, but are written in C, C++, or another non-JavaScript language. Reverb treats each such component
as a black box, logging incoming requests and outgoing responses
using a proxy. For example, our Reverb prototype intercepts HTTP
traffic that is exchanged with a Redis server, using Redis-specific
rules to extract get(k) and put(k,v) commands, and serialize
the order in which commands are sent to Redis. Reverb assumes
that each event handler inside a black box is deterministic, such
that replaying a serialized stream of requests will result in 1) the
same internal state for the component, and 2) the same responses
being returned.2 These assumptions are reasonable for server-side
components like Redis that act as fairly simple front-ends to storage;
however, these assumptions may not hold for server-side components
that are written in arbitrarily-expressive, non-JavaScript languages
like C++ or Go.
1A

subtlety is that, if a server is concurrently handling multiple requests for a particular
client, the server must ensure that the client receives a sequence of responses whose vector clocks have strictly increasing numbers in the server’s slot. This policy is necessary
because the client-side browser uses a “last-write-wins” policy for cookies.
2 At replay time, individual responses may be emitted in a different order than the
logging-time one, due to nondeterministic replay-time access delays to storage media
like SSDs. However, Reverb’s distributed replay driver buffers the responses, and
ensures that response data is delivered to clients in the logging-time order.

Reverb uses vector clocks to establish causality between blackbox components and JavaScript-based components. However, Reverb does not log the reads and writes that black-box components
make to internal state. Thus, data flows involving black-box state
originate and terminate in the high-level requests and responses that
black-box components exchange with external parties. For example,
Reverb can track a JavaScript value on a client to the server-side
Redis get() responses that influenced that value; however, Reverb
cannot peer inside Redis to see why those responses were completed
in a particular way.
At the beginning of logging, Reverb takes a snapshot of a blackbox component’s initial state using native mechanisms (e.g., Redis’
built-in snapshot facility). At the beginning of replay, Reverb uses
the snapshot to initialize the component.
Speculative wide-area edits: Reverb allows a developer to pause
the wide-area application, edit client-side or server-side JavaScript,
DOM, or storage state, and then resume execution. In general, Reverb uses the techniques from Section 3.3 to handle divergence, but
wide-area debugging introduces some new divergence scenarios.
Define a requestor as a component that generates a request, and
the responder as the component that responds. Browsers always acts
as requestors, with server-side components acting as the corresponding responders; however, as server-side components talk to each
other, they may act as requestors or responders at different points in
time.
An edit may cause a responder to return a different response to
a particular request, where “a particular request” is defined as a
request made at a specific vector clock time. Reverb can detect such
divergence because, at replay time, Reverb interposes on the methods
that the responder uses to return data; Reverb compares the replaytime value of the response to the logged value from the original
execution. If the values are different, Reverb rewrites the appropriate
requestor-side log entries, propagating the new data. Later, replaying
those events will naturally inject the new data into the requestorside execution state. Subsequent requestor-side divergence is then
handled using the approaches from Section 3.3.
If an edit induces a requestor to send a modified request to a
responder, Reverb rewrites the appropriate responder-side log entry.
When the replay logic applies the log entry to the responder, the
replay logic buffers the response, and then replays the response
on the requestor at the moment indicated in the log; note that the
response may contain altered content with respect to the original,
logged version of the response.
An edit can induce a requestor to generate a completely new
request at a vector clock time that was not associated with a request
during the original execution. In this scenario, Reverb’s requestorside replay driver does not allow the request to hit the real network.
Instead, the responder-side driver injects a fake request into the
responder-side log, and then resumes the replay process. Eventually,
the replaying responder will handle the new event, and generate
a response. The replay driver will buffer the response, and use a
network model to determine when to replay the response on the
requestor.
An edit may cause a requestor to not generate a logged request.
In this case, Reverb does not replay the associated downstream
events on the responder or the requestor. For example, if a browser

does not issue a logged XMLHttpRequest to a Node server, then
Reverb will not replay the Node-side HTTP request event, or the
downstream browser-side events corresponding to the reception of
the HTTP response.
Replay subtleties: A single web page can embed content from multiple origins. Cookies are isolated using the same-origin policy [44],
so a page from origin foo.com cannot access cookies that are
set by (say) <img> fetches to bar.com. Thus, JavaScript code in
the enclosing foo.com page cannot read bar.com’s latest vector
clock. An in-browser implementation of Reverb can easily avoid this
problem by allowing cross-origin cookie accesses when the browser
is running in debug mode. A JavaScript-level implementation of Reverb must force all remote servers to reside in the same origin. This
is often infeasible for the production version of a complex page, but
possible for a testing version in which all page content is recorded
using Mahimahi [52] or Fiddler [64], and then served from a single
proxy that rewrites URLs to point to the proxy’s origin.
A JavaScript-level implementation of Reverb must also be careful
to replay load events properly. These events cannot be synthetically
generated or deferred by JavaScript code, since JavaScript code has
no ability to force the network stack to release bytes at controlled
intervals. So, to properly replay the load event for a passively
fetched object like an <img>, Reverb must ensure that, from a
client’s perspective, the <img> (and its vector-clock-containing
cookie) arrive at a time that respects the vector clocks in the clientside log events. Practically speaking, this means that the server-side
replay driver must coordinate with the client-side driver, and only
release the last byte of a passively-fetched object when the wide-area
replay has reached the appropriate point [36].
Handling new features: As with all existing systems for deterministic replay, Reverb must be updated as the components-to-log-andreplay are updated. We believe that determining when a new runtime
interface or network command is added adds minimal burden to developers. For example, for Node [56], a Reverb developer can simply
observe when the managed runtime gains new APIs, or loses old
ones. Determining the appropriate semantics for speculative execution may be more difficult. However, we note that a key contribution
of Reverb is in pointing out that, by analyzing a system at the level
of managed code and single-threaded event loops, reasoning about
speculative execution becomes easier.

4

IMPLEMENTATION

To log deterministic reads and writes to the JavaScript heap and
the DOM, Reverb uses a modified version of Scout [51]. The stock
version of Scout rewrites JavaScript and HTML, injecting instrumentation that runs during each read or write to JavaScript or DOM state.
Reverb extends Scout so that it logs nondeterministic JavaScript
events like mouse clicks and timer firings. At replay time, Reverb
reconstructs data flows using the low-level Scout traces. Reverb defines a default set of data flow manipulations, like targeted dynamic
traces (§3.2). However, Reverb stores raw data flow logs in a simple
JSON format, and defines a plugin model which allows developers
to create their own queries. To display data flow graphs, Reverb uses
the NEATO visualization library [22].
At replay time, Reverb injects a custom JavaScript library into
the application code that runs on a browser or a Node instance. The

library acts as a replay driver, dispatching high-level events from
the log as requested by the human developer who is managing the
debugging workflow. The event dispatch process is similar to that of
prior replay frameworks like Mugshot [36] or Jardis [8], although
Reverb dispatches events across multiple hosts during wide-area
replay (§3.4). Black-box components like Redis are logged and
replayed using a component-specific replay proxy (§3.4).
During replay, Reverb uses Mahimahi [52], a record-and-replay
framework for HTTP requests, to serve browser-side content that is
fetched via the src attribute of HTML tags. Content that is actively
fetched by JavaScript code is served by the replay driver, from
the log of nondeterministic events. During a wide-area replay that
involves clients and server-side components, Mahimahi only returns
passively-fetched content that was not returned by a server-side
component during the original execution.
To support speculative edit-and-continue, Reverb must be able to
modify the code or data belonging to a paused JavaScript execution
context. One implementation option would be to change the C++
code inside a JavaScript engine to expose mutation hooks for internal
state. Our Reverb prototype uses a different approach—it executes
the JavaScript code atop MetaES [9], a JavaScript interpreter that is
written in JavaScript. This approach allows Reverb to be used with
arbitrary client browsers or Node implementations, since Reverb
can mutate application state without assistance from the underlying
JavaScript engine. A developer expresses a pause point as a 2-tuple
consisting of a source code line and a trigger condition, e.g., “the
i-th iteration of the enclosing loop.” Reverb will pause the MetaES
interpreter at the appropriate moment. The developer can inspect the
program state, devise an edit, and then express that edit to Reverb in
the form of a JavaScript statement for Reverb to speculatively apply
to the replay (§3.3).

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we demonstrate that Reverb is an efficient, helpful
tool for bug analysis.
5.1

The Tractability of Data Flow Analysis

Intuition might suggest that tracking all deterministic and nondeterministic events would produce huge logs. However, in the Alexa Top
300 pages [3], the median number of reads and writes that occur during a page load are 13,275 and 6,328, respectively. Those numbers
are surprisingly low, given the fact that an average web page includes
401 KB of JavaScript source code [68]. However, diagnosing bugs
is still tricky: a graph with thousands of nodes is small enough to be
efficiently analyzed by a computer, but big enough to be hard for a
human to understand. For example, across the 300 test pages:
• the median number of writes per variable was 8, with a 95th
percentile of 210;
• the median number of unique source code lines that wrote a
variable was 5, with a 95th percentile of 22;
• when considering the final value for each variable, the median
length of the value’s provenance chain (§3.2) was 16, with a 95th
percentile of 131.
These statistics are for the JavaScript code which executes during a
page load. After the load completes, additional JavaScript executes
in response to GUI interactions, the firing of timers, and so on.
Executing post-load call chains results in more reads and writes for
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Figure 5: Response throughput for two versions of a Node
server. Each data point represents the throughput across
100,000 requests.
Reverb to track, but the volume is low compared to the activity that
is generated by the initial page load. As a concrete example, on the
wsj.com website, hovering over a menu item at the top of the page
will trigger several event handlers for mouse activity. However, firing
these handlers only generates 486 reads and 107 writes. In contrast,
the initial page load generates 33,844 reads and 16,121 writes.
Using Mahimahi [52], we loaded Reverb-instrumented pages under a variety of emulated network conditions, measuring the clientperceived impact of Reverb’s instrumentation. Due to space restrictions, we elide a full discussion of the results, and just note that
Reverb’s client-side instrumentation is fast enough to add to real,
customer-facing pages; for example, on a 12 Mbits/s link with a 50
ms RTT, median page load time slows by just 5.5%. The logs for
Reverb-instrumented pages also grow slowly: across our 300 page
corpus, the median (gzipped) log size after a page load was 45.4 KB,
with a 95th percentile size of 113.2 KB. Given such a log, Reverb
required a median of 7.8 seconds to generate a full data flow graph;
the 95th percentile time was 32.3 seconds. Note that graph generation can be performed in the background during the logging run.
Thus, much or all of the cost can be paid before a human developer
begins the debugging process.
5.2 Server-side Overheads
Reverb’s logging approach for a Node server is similar to Reverb’s
logging approach for a client-side browser (§3.4). However, a Node
server that handles many clients will produce log entries more
quickly than a client browser which loads a single page and then
intermittently handles user input. To examine Reverb overheads
on Node, we wrote a simple Node web server. For each request,
the server returned the dynamic string “Hello world at ” +
(new Date()).getTime(). For each request, Reverb had to
log the incoming HTTP request, a few dozen reads and writes inside
the server’s request handler, the timestamp returned by Date(),
and the outgoing HTTP response. This toy server was a pessimistic
test of Reverb’s overheads, since real server code has a higher ratio
of executed source code lines per nondeterministic value logged.
We used the Apache benchmarking tool ab [6] to generate HTTP
requests. We placed the Node server and ab on the same machine, to
emphasize Reverb’s computational overheads. As shown in Figure 5,
we varied the number of concurrent client requests from 25 to 10,000,
measuring response throughput for a normal version of the server,
and a Reverb-enabled variant. The throughputs of the two servers
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Figure 6: Summary statistics for the Mailpile and EtherCalc
case studies. Note that, during replay, Reverb can skip user
think time, so Reverb can replay a buggy execution faster than
it originally occurred.
were within 3% of each other. CPU utilization was also similar for
the two servers.
The growth of Reverb’s compressed log was 258 Kbps (equivalent
to 32.3 KB per second). Note that black box components like Redis
have slower log growth—for these components, Reverb logs incoming requests and responses, but not deterministic reads or writes to
internal black-box state.
5.3

Bug Diagnosis Case Study: EtherCalc

Evaluating a new debugging platform is tricky, and partially subjective. In this section, we provide an in-depth case study of how we
used Reverb to debug a web application that we did not create, and
whose code we had no previous familiarity with.
As shown in Figure 1, EtherCalc is a collaborative spreadsheet
application. A single document can be simultaneously viewed and
edited by multiple users, with a Node server disseminating updates
across browsers, and storing the canonical spreadsheet state in a
Redis database. EtherCalc is the largest application that we examined, consisting of 36 HTML files, 899 JavaScript files, and 232,662
total lines of code. Figure 6 provides additional statistics about the
application.
Bug #314 involves a broken propagation of auto-fill operations
between two browsers. In an auto-fill operation, a user enters data
(e.g., “1,2,3”) into a few exemplar cells; the user then highlights the
cells, and drags the bottom edge of the highlighted region downward,
causing the spreadsheet to guess the pattern in the exemplar cells
and automatically apply the pattern (e.g., “4,5”) to subsequent cells.
In Bug #314, auto-fill operations that are generated on one browser
are not properly delivered to other browsers. In the example above,
the first browser (client1) would correctly display “1,2,3,4,5”,
but the second browser (client2) would display “1,1,1,1,1”. We
recreated this problem, recording a buggy session that involved two
browsers, a Node server, and a Redis server.
Diagnosing the bug: Figure 7 annotates a targeted dynamic trace
for the buggy execution; to make room for the annotations, we removed the more obvious data flows. When client1’s user initiates
an auto-fill, EtherCalc creates a range object which describes the
auto-fill operation; for example, the range object contains the start
cell and ending cell for the base pattern, as well as the start cell
and ending cell for the range where the extrapolated data should be
placed. EtherCalc then calls ExecuteSheetCommand(), using
the filldown parameter to indicate a pattern extension request.
The function checks whether a valid range object is present (1),
and if it exists, the function uses values in the object to determine
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Figure 7: A buggy EtherCalc session. The i-th executed source code line is prefixed with lineNumInSrcFile(i). Black arrows
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code at the head of the arrow. The blue and red text was manually added to highlight specific parts of the debugging narrative; Reverb
generates the information in the rest of the diagram.
the appropriate increment value for the pattern extension (2). After applying the auto-fill to client1’s GUI and JavaScript state,
ExecuteSheetCommand() overwrites client1’s range object, effectively removing several properties like start and
extend. client1 then calls ExecuteSheetCommand()
again, passing a different parameter called broadcast. This parameter specifies that ExecuteSheetCommand() should not apply the operation to local state, but instead send that operation to
the Node server, who will persist the operation in Redis and then
distribute the operation to other clients. As in the first execution
of ExecuteSheetCommand(), the function checks whether a
valid range object exists. However, in this case, because the prior
function execution partially cleared the range object, the validity
check fails (3). As a result, ExecuteSheetCommand() simply
generates an operation which copies the value in range.current
to all cells covered by range.current to range.length (4);
note that these two properties were not removed during the earlier
reset of the range object. The resulting operation (5) is what will
eventually create the autofill “1, 1, 1, 1, 1” (rather than “1, 2, 3, 4, 5”)
on client2. client1 sends the operation to the Node server (6),
triggering a server-side onmessage handler. The handler issues a
black-box read to Redis, fetching the list of all operations that have
been applied to the spreadsheet (7). The handler appends the new
operation to the list, and then uses a black-box write to store the

updated list on Redis (8). Later, when client2 opens the spreadsheet (9), client2 will fetch the buggy operation list and use the
list to update the local GUI.
Fixing the bug: Reverb made it easy for us to generate a wide-area
data flow graph. However, these graphs do not automatically provide
a bug fix; instead, the graphs help to localize where buggy state is
being created, and how that state is being propagated. Thus, our
next task was to try to actually fix the bug. An obvious potential
fix was to modify ExecuteSheetCommand() so that the first
invocation did not reset the range object. We made this edit and
then performed a speculative replay. The edit initially appeared
successful—the Node server received the correct auto-fill operation, stored it on Redis, and then sent it to the second browser, who
correctly applied the operation. However, our recorded session contained two auto-fill operations involving two distinct sets of cells;
our hypothesized fix prevented the second auto-fill operation from
appearing in the GUI of the first browser or the second browser.
Looking at the distributed data flow, we saw that the first browser
was not generating a second auto-fill locally (and therefore was not
sending a second auto-fill operation to the Node server).
Further investigation of ExecuteSheetCommand()’s code
revealed that the first call in a pair of invocations expects
the range object to be set to a default value—otherwise,

ExecuteSheetCommand() terminates without updating the local spreadsheet or sending an update to remote clients via the Node
server. We tried a different bug fix in which the second call to
ExecuteSheetCommand() clears the range object at the end
of ExecuteSheetCommand()’s execution. The speculative replay for this fix led to no problems—both auto-fill operations were
properly displayed on both browsers.
Of course, the successful speculative replay was not a proof of the
fix’s correctness; the successful replay was essentially the successful
passing of a unit test involving a particular usage scenario. However,
this case study demonstrates how replay debugging, wide-area data
flow tracking, and speculative edits work in concert to ease the
cognitive overhead of understanding large code bases.
5.4 Additional Case Studies
We have used Reverb to diagnose a variety of additional bugs. The
appendix (§A.1 and §A.2) of the extended technical report [5] provides detailed case studies for two of them. The first case study
demonstrates Reverb’s usefulness in debugging visual errors involving DOM misconfiguration; the second case study shows how
Reverb helps developers to fix errors in third-party JavaScript code
that local developers did not write.
5.5 Speculatively Replaying Known-Good Bug Fixes
As another test of Reverb’s efficacy, from the public bug database
of jQuery [65], we examined five random bugs from the past eight
years, which had successfully been resolved, and whose bug tracker
descriptions were sufficiently detailed for us to recreate the bug.3
jQuery is a popular client-side JavaScript library for DOM manipulation; the library consists of roughly 6,600 lines of code. For each
of the resolved bugs, we did the following:
• First, we downloaded the buggy version of jQuery that immediately preceded the patched version.
• We verified that Reverb could reproduce the bug using traditional
(i.e., non-speculative) deterministic replay.
• We then replayed the library to the moment that preceded the
faulty behavior. We paused the replay at that point, applied the
known-good bug fix from the bug database, and then resumed
the now-speculative replay to see whether the replay would finish
without displaying the faulty behavior.
For all five cases, Reverb’s edited replay correctly indicated that the
“speculative” bug fix was indeed a correct one.
5.6 User Study
To determine whether Reverb would be useful to people besides
the paper authors, we performed a small user study involving six
participants. All participants had prior experience with front-end
web development, and all possessed at least some familiarity with
traditional in-browser debuggers. All participants brought their own
laptops to the user study, but debugging exercises were performed
inside of a VM provided by the paper authors, to ensure uniformity
of experience.
For each user, we first provided a refresher tutorial about how the
traditional debugger works; we discussed topics like watchpoints,
breakpoints, and code prettification. We also explained how Reverb’s
data flow graphs are generated and refined via human-driven queries.
3 We

examined bugs #3439, #3472, #3571, #3573, and #3579.

Once both tutorials were complete, we presented the user with a
real bug to diagnose. The bug involved a JavaScript exception being
thrown by a real, complex web page; refer to Section A.2 in the
extended technical report [5] for a detailed description of the bug.
We divided the participants equally, creating two groups of three; the
first group was asked to use Reverb to diagnose the bug, whereas the
second group was asked to use the traditional in-browser debugger.
Each person was given ten minutes to diagnose the bug. When a user
believed that she had found the root cause for the bug, she informed
the paper authors, who then verified whether the hypothesized root
cause was correct. If it was not, the user was told to keep working
until a correct diagnosis was generated, or ten minutes elapsed.
Two of the Reverb users diagnosed the bug in less than five minutes, with the third user did so within ten minutes. In contrast, one
user of the traditional debugger failed to diagnose the error within
the ten minute window. The remaining two users of the traditional
debugger correctly diagnosed the fault before the timer elapsed,
but required more than five minutes. Thus, these results suggest
that Reverb is a more powerful diagnostic tool than a traditional
debugger.
At the end of the study, we asked the participants some qualitative
questions. In response to the question “Would you prefer to use
Reverb over a traditional debugger?”, five out of six participants said
yes. The one person who disagreed complained about Reverb’s GUI
(which is admittedly rudimentary in our prototype). In particular, the
complaining user said that graph querying and pruning was unnecessarily awkward. When asked “Would Reverb-style data flow operations be a useful compliment to standard debugging primitives?”,
all six participants said yes. Furthermore, all three Reverb users declared, without prompting, that speculative edit-and-continue would
be a powerful debugging feature.
Testing bug fixes is inherently unsound, even without Reverb (§1);
unsurprisingly, the replay of an edited execution may occasionally
lead to confusing results. In the authors’ own experience, these
incidents usually involve the replaying of GUI events. For example,
if an edit changes the visual locations of DOM nodes, then replaying
(say) a mouse click to a particular (x, ) coordinate may result in
unexpected event handlers firing. Reverb’s ability to diff the data
flows and control flows of a logged execution and an edited one can
identify the reason for divergence, but developers must be diligent
about checking the diffs when exploring counterintuitive post-edit
behaviors.

6 CONCLUSION
Reverb is the first replay debugger that tracks fine-grained, widearea data flows while also supporting speculative edit-and-continue.
Such capabilities were impossible in prior debugging frameworks
because those frameworks logged program behavior at the wrong
level of abstraction; in contrast, Reverb efficiently tracks behavior
at the level of managed code and single-threaded event loops. Case
studies demonstrate that Reverb is a powerful tool for diagnosing
real, complex bugs.
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